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Lokita’s terrifying aura was displayed, and it shocked the audience!

That is a god-like existence!

Everyone was dumbfounded.

How did Lokita become so scary?

This terrible aura is going to cover the entire Jiangbei!

What has he experienced?

Isn’t it exiled?

This is also terrible!

In this era, everyone has seen any kind of strong.

But Lokita is terribly strong!

The huge momentum shocked the super powers everywhere in Jiangbei.

Came here one after another!

Times have changed now.

Powerhouses are stationed everywhere in Erudia, in order to solve problems in time when emergencies
occur.

They were arranged by Tiance Mansion and Messiah.

They are collectively referred to as the guardians.

After knowing the change in Jiangbei, all the guardians of Jiangbei came in for a while.

“Who? Dare to come to Jiangbei presumptuously?” The

guardian came and scolded.

…

“What? I violated the ban to enter Erudia and killed so many people? Take it!” After the

guards learned about the situation, they shot directly to take Lokita down.

Lokita showed a cruel and violent smile, “Looking for death!!!”

Then it turned into a unilateral massacre.

No matter how strong the Guardian is, it can be in Lokita’s hands like a weak chicken without the power
to bind the chicken.

die!

One by one!

Soon none of the hundreds of guardians in Jiangbei remained.

All killed by Lokita!

His strength is too strong.

Crush everything!

“Who else is going to die?”

Lokita looked at the thousands of people present.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

everyone fell to the ground one by one.

“I am waiting to make you king! Jiangbei is king!”

Everyone is not stupid.

Life-saving is important at this time.

Lokita is too strong and too strong.

Not surrender is death!

Seeing all the thousands of strong men in Jiangbei fell to the ground, the old lady Li Tianhao was
shocked like never before.

All their lives have been pursuing status, power, and wealth.

But it has never been as shocking as today.

Lokita smiled when

he saw it, “Is this how the strong feel?” He really thanked Richard now.

But he knew that his strength was more than that, a small Jiangbei finger crushed.

His goal is Erudia.

When others succeed in their experiments, if they return, isn’t Erudia in control?

Richard told him that now no one can kill him except the Lab of the Gods.

Even if you come to Erudia and meet a master he can’t beat, don’t be afraid, because he is immortal.

“From today, my Li family is the king of Jiangbei! Understand?”

Lokita said coldly.

Thousands of people present nodded in unison.

The Li family became the king of Jiangbei in one fell swoop.

The big powers, as well as the celebrities and the rich, came to visit one by one.

Lined up for several kilometers at the entrance of Li’s mansion, hundreds of luxury cars gathered.

Several warehouses were filled with gifts…

Lokita killed a lot of people, including the Guardian.

But he is too strong.

Even Tiance Mansion will not necessarily blame it, or even solicit it.

None of these things can be discussed by everyone like ants.
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“They are here! These two people are the least promising !”

“Hurry up and call them!”

Li Tianhao said dissatisfied.

Soon Li Wenyuan and his wife were called to Lokita.

In fact, the two knew everything that happened, and they knew that Lokita was now a strong one.

Therefore, the two of them kept avoiding for fear of trouble and did not show up.

Unexpectedly, Lokita remembered it.

“Does the third child still know me?”

Lokita smiled.

“Second brother is kidding, how can we not know you…”

Li Wenyuan and his wife did not dare to look at Lokita.

“Haha, second brother? Have you ever regarded me as your second brother? When we were exiled,
when our parents wanted to take us back to Erudia, what about you?”

“This ban was made by your good son-in-law himself! Dad! Where were you when Mom begged him?”

…

Lokita roared angrily.

“No, brother, we…”

Li Wenyuan and his wife were incoherent and couldn’t explain clearly.

Lokita laughed and said: “What about now? Your son-in-law is dead! Your daughter is also missing! Your
granddaughter has also disappeared. Your retribution is here!”

“You, don’t worry, I won’t kill you! Me! I want you to watch me conquer Erudia step by step!”

“Hey, what a pity! I wanted to kill Levi Garrison a long time ago, but he is dead! But is his mother alive?”

Lokita sneered bloodthirsally.

In fact, his feelings are gone now.

The main reason why he led the Li family to be king was that he was enjoying this feeling of control.

“Yeah! Levi Garrison’s mother is still alive! But someone is protecting it! It’s the secret team built by Levi
Garrison during his lifetime! Not moving!”

Yugouji said immediately.

“Is anyone protected? Can you protect me when you meet me?”

Lokita sneered.

Regarding Levi Garrison’s mother, it was Richard’s task.

Richard let Lokita come to Erudia in order to destroy the troubles as much as possible. The bigger the
better, the better.

Forcing them to act as soon as possible from Tiance Mansion is the task complete.

In fact, Richard’s plan is deep…A

true pure energy body, Richard only needs one.

A pure energy body that is infinitely close to and even surpassed by Xu Zhengjie.

It is enough to have such one.

This is his main plan next.

Concentrating all resources is to create a true pure energy body.

The reason for continuing to build a pure energy body like Lokita is Richard’s major plan.

He will send all these people back to Erudia, creating chaos in Erudia and even developing into disaster.

But the main purpose is to test the real power of Erudia.

That is, the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion!

Richard wanted to use these pure energy bodies like Lokita to test the true power of the Baolong clan in
Tiance Mansion.

Once Lokita and the others return to Erudia, things are going to be a big deal.

After all, the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion will come forward.

Regardless of whether the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion can solve the people like Lokita, it will be
beneficial to Richard.

It can’t be solved better, he is naturally happy to use Lokita to break Erudia.

If it can be solved, it can also test out the Tiance Mansion
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“What happened to Lokita? Let him become so powerful from an ordinary person?”

This is everyone’s doubt.

“Check! Investigate now!”

“Where is Lokita going next?”

“Go to Jianghai to deal with Levi Garrison’s mother!”

“What the hell is he going to do? His behavior is abnormal!”

…

Tiance Mansion and Yanlong Wei has acted.

Special personnel were also sent to Jiangbei.

Little did he know that Lokita was sent to test their hole cards.

The Lab of the Gods is strong enough to explode.

But no one knows the real core hole cards.

Even Richard didn’t know it himself.

Levi Garrison is digging and exploring step by step.

On the contrary, no one knows the true strength of Erudia’s Baolong clan and Tiance Mansion.

Need to be tested.

When the Policy House took action that day, it had already entered the game.

Lokita didn’t hide it, and swaggered to deal with Levi Garrison’s mother.

The news spread quickly.

In the past, Levi Garrison’s secret team all came out to protect Emma.

Wen Lei and Mia (Zhou Nanyan) went there as soon as they learned that Zhou’s family was in trouble.

“The king died side by side, and his mother must have nothing to do!”

More and more people went to Jianghai to protect Emma.

…

A big battle will begin.

Lokita swaggered to Jianghai, and encountered many masters’ blockade.

All came to stop him.

But Lokita is too strong.

He is a pure energy body that satisfies Richard and the Gods Lab!

He is unmatched.

The master who blocked him, he killed as many as he came.

No one can stop it at all.

The masters who guarded Emma were beginning to panic.

Lokita is indestructible and cannot be defeated.

Can they hold it?

Shortly after.

Lokita has arrived at Zhou’s house.

Zhou had already gathered countless masters inside and outside his home.

The people arranged by Tiance Mansion Messiah and the others also arrived.

Lokita looked at the dense crowds and sneered: “Come today, I only kill Levi Garrison’s mother! If others
stop, come and kill one!”

Arrogant!

overbearing!

But it stems from strong strength!

“With us, don’t try to move Mr. Garrison’s mother at all!” The

guarding masters regarded death as home.

“Kill!”

Lokita started killing like a god of death from hell.

The pure energy body is really too powerful.

Don’t talk about killing.

I can’t even touch it.

…

Soon Lokita’s bones became mountains and blood flowed into rivers.

No matter what kind of master is not an order of magnitude.

Lokita is like a god like a devil.

“Want to escape? Impossible!”

Lokita’s consciousness covered the entire area, and he found that someone was going to escape with
Emma.

“Boom!”

He disappeared instantly.

When he reappeared, he was already in the woods behind Zhou’s house.

Directly block Emma.

“You all go, he wants my life! Don’t make senseless sacrifices!”

Emma tried her best to let the person protecting her leave.

She didn’t want to see anyone shed blood and sacrifice for her.

“No! There is something wrong with Mr. Garrison, anyhow
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“Really? That’s not necessarily!”

Wen Lei shot directly.

Wen Lei is also super powerful now.

The use of physical power has reached the point of superb.

“Boom boom boom…”

This time Lokita met his opponent.
It’s not like anyone who met before was easy to kill in seconds.

Wen Lei suppressed him tightly for a while.

A fist hit Lokita abruptly.
But Lokita will recover after deforming or injured.

Not affected at all.

The rapid recovery of his body is different from those with supernatural powers.

He is a pure energy body, there is no fixed body in the first place.

It’s all made up of energy.

Wen Lei attacked like a storm.

Lokita could not be hurt at all.

unstoppable!

Lokita showed the horror of a pure energy body.

No matter how strong Wen Lei’s moves and strength are, he can’t be hurt!

Lokita just stood there and let Wen Lei fight, but he couldn’t kill him.

“It’s time for me!”

Because of the limited attack power of the previous two pure energy bodies, Lokita has been greatly
improved.

Lokita’s offensive power is terrifying.

“Boom!”

Lokita slammed a punch domineeringly.

“Puff!”

Wen Lei was beaten out.

After all, she still couldn’t resist Lokita.

Wen Lei got up again and continued to attack.

But Lokita was too strong, Wen Lei flew out again.

Lokita shocked Erudia in the first battle!

The news also reached Kunlun Industry and was quickly known to Azure Dragon (Qinglong) Qilin.

“It should be known to the boss, but now we don’t know where the boss is in retreat! Then let’s set out
to save people!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others were just about to leave when they were stopped by the
Common Killing God.

“You have a heavier task, and you can’t be exposed! No one notices you now. If you are exposed, Mr.
Garrison’s plan will be more difficult next! I’ll go!”

Commoner Killing God set off for the first time.

…

Lokita didn’t want to continue entangled with Wen Lei.

After he repelled Wen Lei, he immediately pursued it.

Although Mia (Zhou Nanyan) took Emma away very far.

But Lokita still caught up.

“You can’t escape from my Wuzhishan!”

Lokita sneered.

The masters sent by Tiance Mansion and Messiah blocked Lokita for the first time.

But still invincible.

All were beaten out.

Let alone Mia (Zhou Nanyan), none of them were Lokita’s opponents.

Wen Lei is also stronger.

Can be entangled for a while.

“Forget it, let him kill me! Lokita, I just ask you to spare the others!”

Emma did not want to see more sacrifices.

“Impossible! I am here!”

came a cold voice.

The commoner killer appeared.

The Tiance Mansion, which was preparing for a big move, stopped.

With this appearance, can’t Lokita make a second mistake, right?

All Erudia are paying attention to this battle.

Not to mention Richard and the others, they are paying attention all the time.

The commoner killer god is consecrated on the East Island, and has a high position in everyone’s mind.

Now that he appears, everyone is at ease.

With him, all problems can be solved.

Even Emma and Mia (Zhou Nanyan) think so.

The Commoner Killing God is here, Li Wen
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Commoner is defeated!

Erudia is dead!

“What kind of monster is this?”

“The commoner killer is defeated? Who can be the opponent?”

…

Richard was happy.

Lokita’s ability to defeat Commoner Killing God gave him a lot of satisfaction.

The commoner killed the god East Island in the first battle to enshrine the gods and wiped out the Black
Sun organization.

In Erudia, and even the whole world, the position is very important.
To defeat him is equivalent to pulling the gods off the altar.

For the first time, the core executives of the Gods Lab sent a message to praise Richard.

And give him more authority and status.

This made Richard very excited.

I want to create more pure energy body to go to Erudia.

He was already thinking about the scenes of Lopez and Black’s family all becoming pure energy bodies
and becoming a disaster in Erudia…

“Go on! Use Levi Garrison’s mother to force Tiance Mansion

to take action !” Richard gave Lokita an order.

…In the

field.

Lokita stepped on the cloth to kill the gods. He sneered, “As long as I use a little bit of force, he will die!”

“Today, let me see who can keep Levi Garrison’s mother?”

Thousands of people have come here after hearing the news, most of them are. Levi Garrison’s old
ministry may have something to do with it.

Swear to protect Emma.

It can be seen that the powerful commoner has defeated the killer.

Everyone was silent.

How can this be played?

Don’t look at so many people, you can’t protect them at all.

Lokita is too strong!

All agencies are observing and analyzing Lokita.

His level of danger has risen sharply!

No one knows how the key Lokita became stronger.

The senior officials of Messiah directly called Tiance Mansion and asked Tiance Mansion to send a
master to stop Lokita.

Lokita will become a disaster if it continues like this!

Tiance Mansion agreed, and it was already making arrangements.

It will arrive soon, but it will take a while.

After all, the real masters of Tiance Mansion were unable to retreat.

It hasn’t even appeared in decades or hundreds of years, and even people in Tiance Mansion have not
seen it.

And its nature is the same as the Baolong clan.

Only in times of distress in Erudia will be shot.

That’s right.

Lokita is very strong now.

But it has not yet become a disaster in the Great Xia.

It stands to reason that in order to save a person, Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan would not make a
move.

It was because of Levi Garrison’s merits that he made the move.

It’s good to be able to send someone.

“Tiance Mansion has sent a master, but it will take a while, we have to withstand it!”

“We need to unite!”

Wen Lei, who had recovered a little bit, began to organize everyone to guard.

Emma advised everyone to hand over themselves.

But is it actually Emma that everyone is guarding?

In fact, the family is guarding this land…

Emma has evolved into a spiritual symbol.

Anything can fall, she can’t!

“Can you stop it?”

Lokita sneered.

Wen Lei teamed up with masters from all sides and began to deal with Lokita.

After getting out, the commoner killer also joined the battle group.

I have to say that the effect of someone’s command is really good.

At least it can maximize everyone’s role, so that Lokita will not be easily defeated one by one.
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